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Abstract

Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is significantly misdiagnosed
in the primary care setting due to multi-dimensional frictions
and barriers associated with evaluating individuals’ cognitive
performance. To move toward large-scale cognitive screening,
a global panel of clinicians and cognitive neuroscientists
convened to elaborate on current challenges that hamper
widespread cognitive performance assessment. This report
summarizes a conceptual framework and provides guidance
to clinical researchers and test developers and suppliers to
inform ongoing refinement of cognitive evaluation. This
perspective builds upon a previous article in this series, which
outlined the rationale for and potentially against efforts to
promote widespread detection of MCI. This working
group acknowledges that cognitive screening by default is
not recommended and proposes large-scale evaluation
of individuals with a concern or interest in their cognitive
performance. Such a strategy can increase the likelihood to
timely and effective identification and management of MCI.
The rising global incidence of AD demands innovation that will
help alleviate the burden to healthcare systems when coupled
with the potentially near-term approval of disease-modifying
therapies. Additionally, we argue that adequate infrastructure,
equipment, and resources urgently should be integrated in
the primary care setting to optimize the patient journey and
accommodate widespread cognitive evaluation.
Key words: Alzheimer’s disease, mild cognitive impairment, cognitive
screening, disease-modifying.

Introduction

M

ild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) is a
syndrome defined by clinical, cognitive,
and functional criteria and is characterized
by an objective cognitive decline in one or more
cognitive domains without any significant impairment
in daily-life activities. MCI may be associated with a
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variety of underlying causes, including Alzheimer’s
pathophysiology (1, 2).
Late-stage clinical development of drugs with
a disease-modifying effect represents unprecedented
hope for individuals suffering from Alzheimer’s
disease (AD), particularly at preclinical or prodromal
stages (i.e., MCI due to AD [MCI-AD]). In addition,
the expanding knowledge on non-pharmacological
approaches to cognitive decline (e.g., lifestyle-oriented
treatments, non-invasive brain stimulation) suggests the
possibility to treat secondary causes of MCI. This report
represents the second part of a three-part consensus
perspective on testing for MCI and is focused on the
primary care setting. The suggestions and opinions
within these publications represent the consensus opinion
of a working group comprised of international experts on
MCI and AD that was convened in April 2019 to discuss
the challenges of detecting MCI at a large-scale and the
potential solutions to overcoming these barriers.
Recommendations described here focus on
improvements to MCI detection that may be feasible
and ready for widespread use in the near-term (i.e.,
within approximately three years). The implementation
of a system of healthcare delivery focused on dementia
screening and large-scale cognitive screening is necessary
to accommodate the global rising incidence of AD, and
to prepare the public and healthcare providers for the
availability of disease-modifying therapies for AD.
Blood-based and biologic biomarkers are expected to
play a key role in this paradigm shift. Indeed, bloodbased biomarker panels are widely accessible, minimally
invasive, and less time- and cost-consuming than cerebral
spinal fluid (CSF) and neuroimaging assessments.
To that end, we have outlined current barriers to the
timely and accurate detection of MCI and MCI-AD,
provided potential solutions, identified methods and
emerging technologies to improve cognitive evaluation,
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and estimated potential timelines for accomplishing an
optimal care pathway for managing MCI and MCI-AD at
a large-scale.

Current landscape
Barriers Related to Physician Training and
Support
The expert panel identified a wide range of barriers,
including expertise, schedule, and available assessment
tools, that often prevent primary care physicians (PCPs)
from evaluating cognition.. The short duration of
most primary care visits (frequently less than twenty
minutes) represents one of the key logistical barriers to
the establishment of cognitive evaluation in a primary
care setting. The high prevalence of comorbidities
among older adult individuals intensifies this challenge.
Cognitive pathways require access to collateral
informants, usually family members. Physicians may
lack sufficient access to these collateral sources who
are close enough to the individual to provide accurate
longitudinal insight into his or her cognitive performance
and functional abilities. Given these logistical barriers,
PCPs may not consider assessing an individuals’
cognitive performance within the context of a standard
appointment feasible.
Separate from logistical concerns, PCPs are also likely
to encounter barriers around their comfort with cognitive
assessment and/or motivation to assess cognition
(3). Importantly, many PCPs have reported limited
confidence in cognitive assessment. Training programs
for Primary Care providers incorporate limited exposure
to these skills. As a result, many PCPs are left feeling
poorly equipped, inexperienced, or uncomfortable about
monitoring cognitive performance (4, 5). In addition,
if cognitive impairment is detected, PCPs may face
uncertainty about what next steps to pursue (e.g., how
to appropriately explain any test results, whether or
not to refer to a specialist). Finally, PCPs likely face low
motivation to evaluate an individual’s cognitive status,
given uncertainty around whether or not identifying
MCI provides a clear benefit to the individual. Without
effective treatments for MCI, detecting MCI may be
perceived only to be detrimental to individuals and their
family members. While emergence of a novel diseasemodifying therapy may ultimately address physician
motivation, challenges to confidence and familiarity with
cognitive assessment may require large-scale training
efforts.

Barriers Related to Healthcare Systems
Barriers associated with healthcare systems also
significantly limit widespread early detection of MCI,
as exploring all cognitive domains and quantifying

overall cognitive performance is currently a timeconsuming process. In the context of an individual
physician’s office, current medical practice can limit the
use of MCI in many different ways. Poor integration
of cognitive assessments with EMR systems creates a
significant administrative burden, as substantial clerical
work is needed to document the output of a cognitive
performance assessment. In addition, lack of proper
integration with the EMR system also limits the ability
to track an individual’s cognition over time, which in
turn limits the utility of cognitive evaluation. In some
circumstances, testing tools are poorly designed and/or
unintuitive for users.
This increases system burden due to cost (e.g.
administration time, training, clerical burden
etc.), which decreases the frequency of cognitive
performance assessment. On the macro scale, inadequate
reimbursement of costs associated with assessing
cognitive function and providing post-diagnostic care,
including physician time, significantly decreases the
incentive for wide adoption of MCI detection. Consistent,
reliable reimbursement of comprehensive assessment
and cognitive testing by payers is therefore required to
support extensive evaluation of cognition in the primary
care setting.

Barriers Related to Test Design and Validation
The limited length of time of the average PCP visit
requires tests to be conducted in 10 minutes or less. This
constraint introduces a major limitation, as cognition is
multifaceted, and many different cognitive domains can
be impacted by MCI. Testing all domains of cognition
in a short test is likely not feasible, so tools must strike
a proper balance between time and depth of testing to
maximize their utility.
Additionally, many cognitive tests have demonstrated
limited value when deployed in a heterogeneous
patient population. This limitation results from initial
development and validation with highly homogeneous
populations in mind – specifically, highly-educated
English-speakers. Effective tests must be usable in a
broader community that includes individuals across
multiple levels of educational attainment, various races
and ethnicities, and multiple languages (including
varying familiarity with English). Validation in
homogeneous populations can lead to the development
and use of tools that are significantly less accurate than
expected when used in a diverse patient population;
for example, a patient with fewer years of education
may score artificially low on a screening tool developed
and validated in college graduates. Many tests also
lack validation in multiple languages, which prevents
standardization across communities and countries.
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Barriers Related to MCI
Early detection of MCI is also inherently challenging
due to barriers associated with the disease itself.
Symptoms related to the initial onset of MCI can vary
significantly between individuals, depending on
etiology, cognitive reserve, and variable demands of dayto-day living, among other factors. Additionally, MCI
can be less relevant than other medical comorbidities,
contributing to a different medical prioritization ahead
of monitoring cognition. Furthermore, care partners
and patients are likely to be particularly sensitive about
cognitive performance in comparison to other health
concerns. Patient concerns may result in a scenario
where a physician is hesitant to discuss the cognitive
performance assessment or the implications these
have on other skills (such driving) with patients due
to concern about compromising the physician-patient
relationship. Similarly, individuals may actively avoid
discussing cognitive performance with their physician
due to concerns about the implications of cognitive
assessment and/or perceived stigma associated with
cognitive impairment. All of these issues can limit the
utility of even clinically useful tests due to lack of use and
compliance.

Parameters of an ideal tool
To help guide the refinement of existing cognitive
performance evaluations or development of novel
tools, we have outlined the parameters of an “ideal”
MCI detection tool. This guidance is intended to offer
potential solutions to the barriers currently facing MCI
detection. While this working group does not recognize a
single assessment that meets all of these criteria, multiple
cognitive performance assessments include components
of an “ideal” tool, suggesting that these promising tools
may approach the “ideal” profile with minor refinement
and/or additional validation.

Test Methodology
Similar to previous recommendations (6), this panel
agreed that a tool for the detection of MCI would
ideally incorporate three critical components: cognitive
assessment, functional questionnaires, and clinical
history-taking. First, cognitive assessment refers to
directly assessing cognitive function through objectively
evaluated tasks, such as a word recall task, clock-drawing
task, etc. To meet the criteria for defining MCI versus
dementia, a cognitive tool should also encompass
multiple cognitive domains; our working group
recommends that, at minimum, memory and executive
function be assessed. Ideally, measures of visuospatial
and language skills would also be included. Many
currently-available cognitive tests encompass multiple

cognitive domains, including Cognigram (offered by
CogState) (7), CogniSense (offered by Quest Diagnostics)
(8), and CANS-MCI (offered by Screen Inc.) (9). Emerging
computer-based neuropsychological approaches may
also be considered. The Toronto Cognitive Assessment
(TorCA) is an example of a computer-based platform
integrated across multiple sites, providing consistent
analysis and interpretation (10).
Second, functional questionnaires refer to tools that
ask the individual or a family member about activities
of daily living, which by definition must be returned
to diagnose MCI but must be impacted by cognitive
challenges to permit the diagnosis of dementia (e.g.,
ability to carry out financial tasks, driving, shopping).
A long-standing example is the Functional Activities
Questionnaire (FAQ), a 10-question form with questions
around ability to go shopping or prepare a meal (11).
Third, clinical history-taking aims to identify
comorbidities and their impact on function and to
understand whether the individual himself or a family
member has noticed a change in cognitive function over
time. Questionnaires such as the AD8 or IQCODE can be
utilized to facilitate clinical history-taking (12–14).
Importantly, clinical history-taking will help
identify individuals with MCI but may also help
identify individuals with subjective cognitive decline
(SCD), which is often a precursor to MCI and can
be considered a preclinical phase of AD (15, 16). An
ideal cognitive assessment would encompass all three
of these components; notably, a single questionnaire
could incorporate both a functional component as well
as questions for clinical history taking. An ideal tool
would include a core assessment based on assessment
of the individual him/herself, with an optional module
that could incorporate feedback from a family member
when possible. Furthermore, an ideal tool would allow
the family member to complete a survey remotely (e.g.,
through an online form linked to the assessment). A tool
that incorporates these components and features is likely
to achieve compelling accuracy, even in individuals with
subtle cognitive decline.

Logistics
The working group recommends several logistical
characteristics that may optimize ease of use and
minimize the time burden associated with detection
of MCI. Tests should 1) be administered digitally on a
laptop, tablet, or smartphone to facilitate widespread
use and allow testing to scale, 2) require less than ten
minutes, 3) not require a physician (i.e., should be selfadministered or conducted by a technician or nurse).
Upon completion, the assessment should automatically
create a report that outlines next steps in care specific to
each healthcare system and/or region. The automated
report should be integrated with EMR systems and
should be available to the PCP instantly so that they
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can easily discuss the results with the individual at the
beginning of the patient visit. The cost of administering
a test also can be a significant logistical consideration.
While this panel recognizes that a highly accurate,
validated, and well-designed test will command a higher
price than other options, an “ideal” assessment would be
offered at a low price point and/or would be reimbursed
by payers to maximize access and use of the assessment.
Multiple currently available tools align with one or more
of these criteria given the recent increase in creation
of digitally administered tests. CogniSense, offered by
Quest Diagnostics, meets the above mentioned criteria
and can be automatically integrated into EMR (17). This
panel recommends that creators of assessment tools seek
to incorporate features that will optimize functionality
and minimize administrative burden associated with
detection of MCI.

Validation
An ideal tool would be validated in a diverse
population (i.e., varied cultural and educational
backgrounds) and validated (not merely translated)
in multiple languages. Validating studies should
be conducted in populations representative of the
distribution of mild cognitive impairment, dementia,
and normal cognition in a primary care setting, not
in populations enriched for subjects with cognitive
impairment. Recently, creators of the Brain Health
Assessment (BHA; developed at UCSF) utilized this
approach to validate the accuracy of the BHA in a
clinically-representative patient population (~55%
healthy controls, ~30% MCI individuals, ~10% dementia
patients, and ~5% with subjective cognitive concerns)
(18). If a tool is to be utilized broadly in a primary care
setting, moderate specificity may be acceptable, given
that additional downstream assessment will occur.
High sensitivity will ensure that a high proportion
of suitable individuals receives follow-up assessment.
The members of this working group acknowledge that
validation of a cognitive performance assessment can
be challenging. In the absence of an accepted “gold
standard” test (or set of tests), multiple tests may be
considered suitable. This working group recommends
that novel tests continue to be validated in comparison
to diagnosis based on a detailed clinical examination
supported by multiple long-standing assessment tools.

Optimal care pathway
In light of these barriers to MCI detection, the
expert panel agreed that it will be necessary to clarify
the “optimal care pathway” for the detection of early
cognitive impairment. While further work will be needed
to understand how cognitive performance assessments
can best be integrated across healthcare systems, this

panel discussed select characteristics of an “ideal” care
pathway. First, given the enduring uncertainty around
whether universal screening is beneficial, this group
recognized that the most valuable early detection
pathway would begin with individuals who already
have a cognitive performance concern (initiated either
by the individual themselves, a family member, or the
healthcare provider) or individuals who actively opt-in to
cognitive assessment. Indeed, it is likely that individuals
with a concern about their own cognitive performance
are most likely to benefit from cognitive assessment given
that subjective memory complaint (i.e., a self-reported
loss of memory performance without objective cognitive
decline) represents a condition at-risk for developing MCI
in general. Moreover, SCD may underlie the beginning
of the AD clinical continuum (1, 19, 20). Therefore, largescale cognitive screening may also involve subjects
with SCD in light of initiating therapeutic interventions
targeting preclinical AD. The assessment of the SCD
condition starts from a self-reported dysfunction and
requires an assessment of the whole cognitive battery
test employed for investigating if an objective cognitive
decline exists (and per definition as to be negative).
Therefore, the screening of potential preclinical stages of
AD would be included in the same protocol to identify
MCI.
Individuals identified with MCI then must be
efficiently and thoroughly evaluated and guided toward
appropriate next steps. We discussed two potential
pathways: in one pathway, individuals undergo a brief
cognitive assessment in parallel with a standard primary
care appointment (e.g., a Medicare Annual Wellness
Visit in the U.S. or MINT Clinic in Canada). In a second
pathway, the individual may schedule a separate optional
cognitive assessment appointment with their physician.
In both pathways, the brief cognitive assessment should
be either self-administered or administered by trained
medical personnel (potentially a medical technician or
nurse).
In some medical systems, creation of embedded
nursing personnel trained to carry out cognitive
evaluations on an as-needed basis have been well
received. Creation of primary care clinicians with special
training and expertise in this area, coupled with specific
memory teams in primary care, has received wide-spread
endorsement (https://www.hqontario.ca/QualityImprovement/Quality-Improvement-in-Action/ARTIC/
ARTIC-Projects/Primary-Care-Collaborative-MemoryClinics). System-based changes in healthcare delivery
are required to achieve the desired impact. Ultimately,
individual choice of cognitive screening tools should
decrease as pathways, including assessments, aligned
with prior parameters become operationalized.
Importantly, an optimal care pathway must effectively
support individuals and their caregivers following the
cognitive assessment. After the assessment, the physician
must allow sufficient time to help the individual
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understand the results and to provide guidance on next
steps. Depending on the healthcare system and the
capabilities of each primary care practice, this pathway
may include further assessment in the primary care office,
referral to a specialist, or simple monitoring of cognitively
intact individuals to potentially detect a decline in
subsequent years. To ensure maximal compliance with
testing practices, we recommend that the next steps
be clearly outlined by each healthcare system, in EMR
systems, and/or by evaluative tools themselves.

Potential Future Blood-based Testing
If blood-based biomarkers become available earlier
than anticipated, this is expected to significantly
accelerate the diagnosis of AD and improve global
accessibility of diagnostic tools. However, despite the
promise of blood-based testing, our panel agreed that
cognitive performance assessments will remain critical for
distinguishing MCI and MCI-AD in the future, even after
blood-based biomarkers are implemented into primary
care practice. Cognitive testing and functional evaluation
will remain necessary to understand the individual’s
current cognitive performance, monitor changes in
cognitive function, and identify cognitive changes not
associated with a distinct biological signature (e.g.,
secondary causes of MCI).
Blood-based biomarkers are expected to facilitate
critical clinical solutions catalyzed by the global threat of
the evolving AD epidemic. The negative predictive value
of blood-based biomarkers will support early screening
and identification of individuals with a very low
probability of developing AD-related pathophysiology
and increase the probability that individuals with
AD pathophysiology are being selected for further
investigation by using more specific, expensive, and/
or more invasive methods with reduced accessibility
(e.g., PET imaging or CSF assessment). Blood-based
biomarkers have excellent potential to be routinely
and rapidly assessed in all healthcare settings and in
asymptomatic individuals due to minimal invasiveness,
cost-efficiency, accessibility (i.e., blood can even be
withdrawn in an individual’s home), and reduced time
and resource utilization compared with neuroimagingand CSF-based techniques used for AD.
Indeed, growing optimism exists regarding
blood-based biomarkers reflecting distinctive AD
pathophysiological mechanisms, supported by increasing
evidence that core biomarkers and proteins associated
with inflammatory and neurodegenerative pathways
can be detected in blood (21, 22). While the sensitivity
of conventional immunoassays may be insufficient to
detect changes in the blood in individuals with MCI and
MCI-AD, promising assays using novel technologies are
in development. Multiplex digital ELISA platforms (e.g.,
Quanterix® Simoa®) have been used by multiple groups
to distinguish MCI and MCI-AD using blood levels of

various proteins, including neurofilaments, Aβ, and tau
(23–25). Another approach that has improved sensitivity
of immunoassays is immunomagnetic reduction (IMR)
via the use of superconducting quantum interference
devices (SQUIDs). In one study, use of an IMR-SQUID
assay combining analysis of Aβ42 and tau, enabled
detection of AD with an AUC of 0.98 (26). Promising
results also have been achieved in the academic setting
using mass spectrometry. Multiple publications
have distinguished between AD, MCI, and normal
controls using ratios of Aβ and APP isoforms (27), or
by using composite protein profiles detected via mass
spectrometry (28). While further research is needed,
development of an accurate, cost-effective, scalable
blood-based biomarker for cognitive decline will shift
the clinical paradigm dramatically, increasing diagnostic
confidence and comfort of physicians, and integrating
the novel biomarker test into the diagnostic paradigm
will be critical.

Discussion
As outlined above and in the first article of this
series, anticipated societal and medical changes (e.g.,
aging populations and potential advancements in
management of MCI, respectively) will necessitate a
significant improvement in the early detection of MCI.
As PCP’s are the initial point of contact, especially for
stoutly progressive chronic illness with subtle initial
presentations, the PCP is likely the central player in
initial identification and management of MCI.
Importantly, PCPs are often inadequately supported to
allow widespread evaluation of cognitive and functional
performance, and cognitive assessment tools themselves
are not optimally designed to support widespread use in
the primary care setting. While tools evolve, health care
developments and spending should focus on improving
training on identification and management of MCI at the
PCP’s office. Care pathways and staffing at the primary
care physician’s office to support PCP management
of cognition are needed (e.g., ensuring visits are long
enough to allow for a cognitive evaluation). A critical
need exists to refine cognitive performance assessments
and to validate tools in diverse, representative
populations, ideally in multiple languages. Test makers
should also be aware of the barriers that limit early
detection of MCI, including barriers associated with
the primary care setting and with broader healthcare
systems, so that tests can be designed to counteract or
limit these barriers
This working group recommends that key stakeholders
representing PCPs, regulatory stakeholders, test makers,
and patient advocates collectively take action to improve
the use and quality of tests for the detection of MCI. In
the next and final article of this series, we shall explore
the role and value of direct-to-consumer cognitive testing
options.
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